On tracks and locomotives: the long route of DNA to the nucleus.
Molecular motors have prominent functions in organelle transport, cytoskeletal organization, division and motility. The dyneins are one of the three families of cytoskeleton-based molecular motors and they travel along the cytoplasmic microtubule network towards the minus end of the microtubule. This directed movement is used by DNA viruses to deliver their infectious genome and proteins to the host cell nucleus. In recent studies, it has been hypothesized that Agrobacterium species use a similar pathway to deliver their infectious unit--a large complex between single-stranded DNA and proteins--to the host cell nucleus and that a karyophilic protein carrier that can deliver synthetic DNA to the nucleus is also driven by a dynein motor. These studies shed light on the mechanism of Agrobacterium-mediated genetic transformation and could lead to new methods for the efficient transfection of synthetic DNA.